
From (niece) Katie Halper:

As some of you may know, my Uncle Ricky--husband of Sarah Eisenberg, father of Julietta Eisenberg
and Anna Eisenberg-Spence, grandfather of Jackson and Grace, brother of Nora Eisenberg, friend,
mentor, gifted woodworker, NYC Labor chorus bass, blues guitarist (Blues Boy Eisenberg), hilarious
joke-teller, bard, and mimic, absurdist improvisor, Yiddish, Spanish, Russian (and some Italian and
French) speaker, food aficionado and cooking addict, lindy-dancer, merenguero, big bopper, life of
every party, lover of people, repository of social history and culture, ceaseless political organizer and
champion for justice—died on February 3rd, after a long, heroic battle with a mysterious disease,
surrounded by loving family and friends.

We've created a Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/RickyEisenbergPresente/ to commemorate
and celebrate Ricky's life and legacy, and hope that you will post photos, videos, messages, memories,
thoughts, songs, drawings, jokes, recordings, recipes, and anything else that invokes him. Many of you
have already shared sweet thoughts and memories in emails to various family members and we hope that
you will take a moment to re-post them on the FB page, so that tributes are all in one place for us and
others to visit. I've already posted some photos, a video of a speech he gave on racism and organizing, a
newspaper article on his arrest his handwritten draft of a Spanish-language pamphlet for fast food
workers, and a screenshot of an FBI file mentioning him (by his given name, Eric).

It's hard to do justice to Ricky, but as is clear to anyone who met him, he was a dynamo and a force to
be reckoned with. Always ready to rumble, he packed a unique and out-sized energy, intellect,
imagination, and warmth, and an unabashed enthusiasm for life. We are devastated that he is gone, and
can't imagine a world without his overwhelming presence.

But we are amazed, inspired by, and
a little incredulous at his his courage,
strength, resilience and how much
life Ricky was able to live over the
past two years playing music, reading
voraciously, spending time with
friends and family, discussing history
and politics, writing position papers
and organizing material, and
delighting in his grandchildren.

Ricky never abandoned the ideas,
principles, culture, and people that
had enriched and defined his life. He
was blessed (or whatever the atheist
term for this is) with a fiercely
dedicated and loving family and
groups of devoted friends who supported and advocated and cared for him in the half dozen hospitals
and rehab centers he lived in for his last two years. We were all so happy that Ricky was able to have 6
months at home and a wonderful summer. He would wheel himself (sometimes allowing his super aide,
Bobbie to help) to the park or library to read, to Mila Cafe to nosh and talk to new and old friends, and,
when it got too hot, in typical modest Ricky fashion, he'd shed his shirt in the privacy of the open streets
of Columbus avenue, and give the Upper West Side its money's worth.



His departure has left us with a feeling of immense loss and sorrow, but we are comforted knowing he
lives on in the beautiful woodwork he crafted, in the organizing campaigns he helped shape, in the
albums he and his band recorded, in his children and grandchildren, and in the hearts, minds, and souls
of all of us lucky enough to know and love him and to have him and his love in our lives.
Our family will be hosting a celebration of Ricky's life at a time and place to be decided--and shared
with you.


